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' COMPOSITE CONTAINMENTSYSTEMS FOR JET ENGINE FAN BLADES
by G. T. Smith*
l, National Aeronautics and Space Administration• Lewis Research Center_ Cleveland, Ohio 44135
_- ABSTRACT
_ This paper summarizes a program to facilitate the use of composites in• fan blade containment systems and to identify the associated structural
_: benefits of the composite system design. Results obtained show that a sub-
stantial reduction in the fan blade containment system weight is possible.
_ Minimization of damage within the engine arising from impact interaction
_: between blade debris and the engine structure is also achieved.
_ INTRODUCTION
:. The development of technology which is required to improve the dur-
,,_. ability and the structural efficiency of modern aircraft turbine engine
_• systems is the principal objective of a recently ex.panded engine structures
_- o program at the NASA Lewis Research Center. The implementation of this
' r.° objective involves a series of coordinated programs among Lewis in-house,
_i _* industrial, and university research organizations. 1_ese programs include
vj
_ substantial efforts to exploit the unique mechanical and manufacturing char-
( acteristics of advanced composite material systems. These materials, prop-
(_ erly characterized and applied, can provide weight efficient design alterna-
tives for several important engine components. Among the most attractive
applications for these composite materials is the fan blade containment
system.
All commercial aircraft engines are required by Federal Aviation
. Administration regulations to contain within the nacalle any debris origi-
nating from fan blade failure. Except for the relatively rare incidents
involving fan blade failures, tne fan blade containment case weight is a
nonfunctional parasitic weight increment O,a _odern large high-bypass
aircraft engine, this weight can be in excess of 450 pounds. These systems
currently make use of high strength steel for the containment casing sur-
_, rounding the fan blades. Although effective in preventing escape of fan
blade debris, these sLeel rings provide no significant nesting capability or
° :" trajectory control for blade fragments and accordingly tend to rebound the
55 fragments and maximize the interaction between the failed fan blade and ;"
_ trailing rotor blades, thereby increasing engine damage. The program
:_ described in this paper was directed towards development of a reliable fan
:-_ _ blade containment system which would both minimize engine damage and lower
"' _ the weight required for effective debris containment.
;,
,_, *Structures Research kngineer, Structures and Mechanical Technologies
c_. Division, Lewis Research Center, Clevelano, Ohio.
,,_
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CONTAINMENT CONCEPT EVALUATIONS
A variety of lightweight containment concepts were evaluated under
_: contract for NASA. Two contracts were conducted with the General ElectricCompany to accomplish the programs described by this paper, The initial
concept screening process was accomplished with subscale static test specl-
• mens which were impacted by projectiles launched from a large bore (4-in.
diam) light gas gun. Both the light gas gun equipment and the basic design
features of the subscale test specimens had been previously established
during an in-house program. This program is described in General Electric
Company TIS Report No. 695DB, July 1969 "New Developments in Rotor Contain-
ment Technology by A. P. Copper and H. W. Semen.
The gas gun and the containment test specimen arrangement are illus-
i trated in Fig. 1 and are described in detail in Ref. i. The projectile was
mounted on a wooden sabot so that the impact angle between the projectile
and the semicircular test specimen was closely controlled. The impact
i interaction between the simulated blade projectile and the containment test
section was recorded by a highspeed motion picture camera. The gas gun
• facility was capable of muzzle velocities up to about I000 feet per second.
: A more detailed view of a containment section target is shown in Fig. 2.The projecL_le impacted the upper right hand part of the target. The grid
_ lines on the background plate facilitated analysis of the interaction pro-
cess from the motion picture film. Two types of simulated blade projectiles
were used and are illustrated in Fig. 3. The base line configuration was an
_i all titanium projectile 5 inches long by 2 inches wide with a maximum thick-
ness at the midchord of 0.I inch. The second projectile configuration was
_/ intended to simulate the impact characteristics of a superhybrid fan blade
and consisted of O.006-inch titanium foil surrounding a graphite/epoxy core
i_ material. Two additional layers of the 0.006-inch titanium were embedded in
the leading edge portion of the projectile to simulate the impact effect oft.
a leading edge protection system. A detailed description of the superhybrid
composite construction can be found in Ref. 2.
- Two basic types of containment structures were investigated and are
illustrated in Fig. 4. The short finned concept was evaluated using
Kevlar/epexy laminates for fins which were mounted in a 6061T-6 aluminum
ring. The long fin concept was evaluated with Kevlar/epoxy, 6AI4V titanium,
and 2024 T-3 aluminum fins. The unfinned configurations consisted of the
base-line steel sheet, a circumferentially oriented aluminum honeycomb, and
a Kevlar cloth filled ring. The Kevlar cloth concept was evaluated with
both a thin steel and an aluminum face sheet on the impact side.f
_ The gas gun impact test program is summarized in Table I Twelve of
the 20 tests resulted in capture of the impacting projectiles. The four
steel band tests resisted penetration and redirected the projectile. The
_ superhybrid projectiles were readily contained by all the systems due to the
frangible nature of the composite system under severe impact loading condi-
i tions. Figure 5 shows the effective containment and nesting of a super-
hybrid blade on test number 5. Containment and nesting of the titanium
blades was most effectively accomplished by Kevlar belt systems. The best
performance was achieved on test number 18 where partial penetration of the
containment system occurred but the projectile was retained within the
Kevlar cloth indicating the penetration threshold of the system was very
nearly realized on that test. A containment performance parameter (con-
rained impact energy divided by system weight per square foot) of 863 ft3
2
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J was achieved. Figure 6 shows the pull out and incipient penetration of the
Kevlar belt occurring on test number 18.
The containment thickness requirement of the Kevlar belt system was
expected to depend on the impact energy to the one half power. This expec-
tation was based on armour penetration teats conducted by the U.S. Army at
_ the Watertown Arsenal.** Figure 7 illustrates this assumed relationship
between Kevlar thickness and projectile kinetic energy. Using test number
18 as representing the penetration threshold provided the expression
::_ 1/2
t = 0.00341 (E) (1)
_' where t is measured in inches and E is measured in foot pounds. This
condition is represented by the upper curve of Fig. 7. A less conservative
estimate based on test number 19 is represented by the lower curve which is
defined by a value of 0.00265 for the co_ _lation constant of Eq. (I).
; Based on the gas gun test program, a containment concept was evolved
: for evaluation using full scale TF-34 titanium blades and rotor. The test
-_. series consisted of four all titanium and four superhybrid composite
blades. The TF-34 fan disk was mounted in a TF-39 fan frame and was driven
, by an electric motor through a dynamic clutch. The containment system was
mounted inside a test chamber which was filled with helium gas during the
tests in order to reduce temperature build up within the chamber and to
_: reduce the power requirement for the drive motor. Figure 8 provides a sche-
matic of the test chamber. The containment system interaction with the
released blades was recorded by high speed motion picture cameras. The
containment system test specimens were fabricated in two 180 degree segments
which were attached at two vertically opposed hard points. Four runs were
;, made with two blades being released on each run. The blade release was
timed so that each blade fragment impacted approximately in the center of
the test sections. A series of radially spaced aluminum witness plates
,_ surrounded the test specimens to permit estimation of the residual energy of
any debris which penetrated and escaped the containment system.
_ SPIN IMPACT TEST EVALUATIONS
The Kevla_ belt containment system concept selected for rotating test
_
*° evaluation is shown schematically in Fig. 9. The system was evaluated both
_ with and without a two inch layer of 2.1 pound per cubic foot aluminum
honeycomb. The aluminum honeycomb thickness wa_ selected to provide a nest-
ing region for the all-titanium TF-34 blade outside of the normal path of
the fan rotor blades. In the design of the test specimens, no contribution
to the containment capability was assumed for the honeycomb section or the
encasement sheets of steel and aluminum. Since both all-titanium and
superhybrid blades were to be evaluated, different thicknesses of Kevlar
were required. Table II presents the test sequence and indicates the prin-
cipal features of the test specimens. All tests were conducted at
5000 rpm. The containment specimens for the superhybrid blades had 22 plies
of dry Kevlar and the specimens for the higher energy all-titanium blades
had 29 plies. These thicknesses were selected to provide marginal con-
**These data are documented in an internal General Electric Company
Report R59SE59 "T-58-GE-6 Turbine Integrity" 5-29-59.
F
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tainment at 5000 rpm. The steel face sheet was 0.020-inch thick and the
outer aluminum sheet wes O.032-inch thick all specimens• were
for Tests
conducted both with and without adjacent trailing blades to isolate the
effect of blade interactions on the penetration process and the containment
_ requirements• A total of eight blade impacts were obtained with four spin
tests by releasing two diametr.:ally opposite blades on each test. The
impact test specimens consisted of two 180 degree segments which were
% individually attached to vertically opposed hard points. Figu'e I0 shows a
typical test set up (in this ca_? test 4). The rotor turns in a counter
clockwise direction. The blades which were impacted into the containment
section are shown in Fi_. II. The blade release was accomplished by explo-
sive charges located in machined grooves. The charges were positioned
either just above or just below the base platform depending on the weight of
the impact fragment desired.
The impact event coverage provided by the high speed movies was crucial
to a clear analysis of the performance of the containment system. Figure 12
illustrates the post test condition of the first rotating test. This run
w;;_conducted with superhybrid blades impacting 22 ply Kevlar belt systems.
Three all-titanium trailing blades were mounted immediately behind the
superhybrid test blades so that effects of trailing blade interaction wouldbe incorvorated into the test results. Observation of the film establishe
that the explosive charges fired at the proper time but did not sever thetitanium spars. The composite portion of the blades separated quickly and
_, one spar separateo on the second revolution. The second spar separated on
_J the sixth revolution after interacting with the Kevlar which was being
dragged from the right hand containment specimen. Both spars impacted the
right hand specimen. The interaction between the Kevlar and the remaining
all-titanium blades became strong enough to fracture one of the blades atY
:'_ the root This fragment weighing 1.3 pounds impacted the left hand section/ •
;: at 4630 rpm. The calculated impact energy of this fragment was 8830 foot
i pounds which was well above the design containment capability of this test
specimen. All of the titanium debris fragments caused rupture of the alumi-
num outer wall but no fragments impinged upon the witness plates. This test
provided a clear demonstration of the necessity of an adequate separation
and support of the Kevlar containment belt to prevent interaction with the
remaining rotor blades.
'l"nesecond superhybrid blade test was identical to the first except
that no trailing blades were mounted on the rotor thus eliminating any
i influence of blade debris interaction ov the fragment penetration process.
The explosive charges again failed to properly separate the blade spars.
, The composite shells separated and were contained. The spars separated
several revolutions later. The spar which impacted the containment section
_ without the honeycomb was contained but rebounded back into the rotor path.
The other spar penetrated the honeycomb of the other containment specimen
_ interacted with the Kevlar, and stopped within its own leugth completely
_ nested outside the path of the rotor. Tests 3 and 4 were conducted with
t all-titanium blades and 29 plies of Kevlar in the containment belt. Thehoneycomb section was backed with two plies of Kevlar/epoxy to provide :,ddi-
tional case stiffness to minimize the out-of-roundness which develops during
._ the containment process. Four all-titanium blades were mounted behind each
i test blade. The blades were released at 5000 rpm providing aboutI0,300 foot pounds per blade impact energy. Both blades were fully nested
I in the honeycomb outside the path of the rotor blades. The first two trail-
ing blades were bent over the outer inch of the span indicating some inter-
4
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action with the released blades during the initial phase of the containment '
I process. There was no Kevlar pullout or other significant interaction
between the remaining rotor blades and the containment system. The decel-
eration was smooth and the rotor could be easily turned by hand following
the test.
_;, The fourth test u'ilized only one trailing blade since the containment
i system had no provisions Yor nesting blade debris. Inspection of the filmsrevealed that the test bl_d=s penetrated into the containment system imme-diately following the rel_ase without interacting with the trailing blade.The released blades then rebounded back into the rotor path and were struck
_[ by the opposite trailing blade and a very strong interaction developed amongthe rotor blades, the released debris fragments, and the containment sys-tem. The resulting interaction dragged out the Kevlar which fractured the
i trailing blades at the base of the airfoil. One of these fragments impacted
a region which had little Kevlar remaining and escaped the containment sys-
tem. The first witness plate was dented but not penetrated by the escaped
blade fragment, Figure 13 shows the test rotor and containment system
before and after this test.
The penetration and containment data obtained from the rotating impact
tests were reduced and are plotted with the gas gun test data on Fig• 14.
Only the data from the honeycomb specimens are shown. Since only partial
penetration of the Kevlar section of the containment system was experienced,
the penetration threshold should fall considerably below the value used in
the design of the rotational test specimens. The estimated location of the
penetration threshold is indicated by the lower line which corresponds to a
value of the constant of 0.00265. These tests completed the experimental
part of the initial program conducted under contract NAS320118.
,_ DESIGN REFINEMENT AND EVALUATION
: The initial program test results established the effectiveness of the
_ Kevlar belt containment concept and demonstrated the necessity of p_oviding
i trajectory control and nesting provisions for fan blade debris.
_ A second program conducted under contract NAS 3-21823 was undertaken to
_ further refine the optimization of the Kevlar belt containment concept
_ Table III presents the primary features of the program. Twenty blade
impacts are specified• Dual blade releases were involved in all but two
_ runs. Two fully bladed tests each involving a single blade release, were
_ specified for the remaining tests. Both all-titanium and superhybrid
_; composites blades were tested with heavy emphasi_ on the all-titanium b!sdes=
The containment concepts investigated are presented schematically in
:_ Fig. 15. The metal face sheets were O.Ol6-inch thick 305 stainless steel
and the back sheets were 0.032-inch 2024-T3 aluminum. A O.026-inch (2 ply)
layer of Kevlar/epoxy was bonded to the honeycomb section. Two 360 degree
specimens were fabricated for the fully bladed rotor tests. The remaining
18 specimens were 180 degree segments which were attached to vertically
opposite hard points on the test rig as in the previous program. Specimens i
with and without Kevlar felt combined with the Kevlar cloth were tested. Ji
Two weaves of Kevlar cloth, one bi-directional (#328) and one unidirectional i
(#143) were included. Both free and rigidly attached cloth edge retention
concepts were tested. The free edge condition consisted of a simple stack- i
ing of the Kevlar cloth layers. The rigid edge condition was obtaineO by
impregnating the edges of the Kevlar layers with epoxy to create a stiffened
edge band which was drilled with 0.25-inch diameter holes spaced on l-inch
_ 5
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Icenters. Differing degrees of edge restraint were achieved by using all
bolt holes every other bolt hole or every forth bolt hole.
The tests were divided into two series. The initial test series is
summarized in Table IV. In all cases the released impact fragments remained
within the containment system. In the higher energy tests, 6 through I0,
the outer cover of the containment system was deflected sufficiently to
i contact and dent the first 0.25-inch thick aluminum witness plate. On tests
_ 8, 9, and I0 the root section of the released blade completely penetrated
the outer case but the airfoil section of the blades remained embedded in
the Kevlar cloth. Figure 16 presents the series I test data. If t'ceshold
containment is evaluated by the partial perforations of tests 8, 9, and i0,
a reduction of about 65 percent in the Kevlar thickness requirement is
obtained. Th addition of the Kevlar felt in tests 9 and I0 did not app ar
to have any significant effect on the containment process or the damage
sustained by the containment system. Evaluation of the second series of
tests was incomplete at the time specified for submission of this paper. It
i is not expected that the remaining tests will significantly change the eval-
uatioa of the Kevlar containment characteristics.
' OONCLUSIONS
At the present time, the tentative design thickness for a Kevlar belt
containment system would probably be based on the thickness required to
prevent any rupture of the outer layer of the containment structure. This
condition appears to be conservatively defined by a value of the energy
correlation constant in Eq. (I) of 0.00125. A design study which applied
this criterion to a potential CF6 engine application established that a
containment system weight reduction of 18 percent could be expected. Design
refinement, possible when the Kevlar system is incorporated into an original
engine design, is expected to provide a 30 percent weight reduction.
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TABLEI. - PROJECTILEIMPACTTESTINGSUMMARY.
TEST CONTAINMENT tO IpS It-tO IbHt2 It 3 PROJECTILE
NO. CONCEPT Wp V K.E. B K.E.IB TYPE COMMENTS
I SEEL 0.1281 850 1437 2.965 485 TITAN.UM REDIRECTED
2 SEEL 0.1281 912 1654 2.965 558 TITANIUM REDIRECTED
3 STEEL 0.0675 897 843 2.%5 284 SUPERHYBRID SHATTERED
4 STEEL 0. 1281 8/6 1526 2.965 515 TITANIUM REDIRECTED
5 ALUMINUMtKtVLAR 0.06/5 135 .5661.4,56 389 SUPERHYBRID CAUGHt
6 ALUMINUM/KEVLAR 0.1281 634 800 1.456 549 TITANIUM CAUGHT-KEVLARPULLEDOU[
? HONEYCOMB 0.1281 920 1684 2.0/0 814 TITANIUM PUNCTURED-ESCAPED
8 HONEYCOMB O.1281 940 1158 2. OlD 849 TITANIUM PUNCTURED- ESCAPED
9 TITANIUMFINNED &0675 940 926 3.429 210 SUPERHYBRID CAUGHT-SLITPROJECTILE
|0 TITANIUMFINNED 0.1281 940 17.58t 429 513 TITANIUM CAUGHT
I1 KEVLARFINNED-LONGO.1281 940 17.583.407 516 TITANIUM PUNCTURED- ESCAPED
12 KEVLARFINNED-LONG0.0675 940 926 3.401 272 SUPERHYBRID CAUGHT-SLITPROJECTILE
13 ALUMINUMFINNED &1281 940 1758 3.41l 506 TITANIUM PUNCrURED- ESCAPED
14 ALUMIN_ FINNED 0.1281 162 1155 3.471 333 TITANIUM CAUGHT
15 KEVLAR O,1281 940 1758 3. 345 525 TITANIUM CUAGHT
FINN[D-SHOR1/
16 KEVLAR 0.0615 940 926 & 345 211 SUPERHYBRID CAUGHT- SLITPROJECTILE
FINNED-_.HORT
11 SI_EU 0.1281 llO 1179 579 579 TITANIUM CAUGHT
KEVLAR-'IHICK
18 STEEL/ 0,1281 940 1758 2.038 863 TITANIUM PUNCTURED- CAUGHT-
KEVLAR-THICK KEVLARPULLEDOUT
19 STEEL/ 0.1281 167 lll0 1.826 641 TITANIUM PUNCTURED- CAUGHT
KEVLAR-THIN bARELY- KEVLARPULLEDOUT
20 STEEU 0.1281723 1040I.826 570 TITANIUM PARTIALPUNCTURE-
KEVLAR-THIN CAUGHT
W - BLADEPROJECTILEWEIGHT:V - PROJECTILEIMPACTVELOCITY;K.E. - PROJECTILEKINETICENERGY;P CONTAINMENTS RUCTUREWEIGHTPERUNITARE
TABLEIT. - SPIN IMPACTTESTPLAN- NAS3-2OllB
! I.......CONTAINMENTGEOMETRYlIST NUMBER NUMBEROF NESTING IMPACTING FANSPEED.
I KEVLARPLIES FEATURES | BLADE RPMI
RHS 22 180o ALHONE(COMB | COMPOSffE 5000
1[HS | 22 NONE COMPOSI_ 5000
1 22 180°ALHONEYCOMB COMPOSllI 5000RHS
2LHS i] 22 NONE COMPOSITE 5000
RHS t 29 180o ALHONEYCOMB TITANIUM 5000
3LHS _ 29 NONE TITANIUM 50001
4RHS I 29 NONE TITANIUM 5000
LHS 29 NONE TITANIUM 5000
EACH liS!CONSISTEDOFRELEASEOFTWO BLADES.1800APART.INTOTWO DISTINCTCONTAINMENT
SYSliMS S£C,M[NTS.
RHS- RIGHTHANDSIDE
LHS - tEFTHANDSIDE
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TABLEHI. - SPINIMPACTTESTPLAN i
(NUMBEROFTESTSI
CONTAINMENTSYSTEM IMPACTFRAGMENTVARIABLES
VAKIAI{LLb _;
MATERIAL TITANIUMAIRFOIL TIT_,NIUMBLADE COMPOSITEAIRFOIL
KEVLARBELT KEVLAREDGE MASS M Mr M_ V,
THICKNESS CONDITION VELOCITY V1 V2 V3 V4 V5
tI FREE I I I I I _}
t2 FREE 1 2_ 1 2" _.
t3 FREE 1 1 _
t4 FREE I _
BOLTED 1 1 :1t4
l inch soacin9
t4 BOLTED 1 1
2 inch spacing]
t 4 BOLTED I l
3 inch spacing
"ONETESTWILLBESINGLERELEASEOUTOFAtULLYBLADEDROTORINTOA360 DEGREETARGET.ALLOTHERTESTS
WILLBEDOUBLERELEASEWITHTHREETRAILINGBLADESINTO180DEGREETARGETS.
TABLEIV. - IMPACTTES1PARAMETERS- FIRSTTESTSERIES
No. i PLIESOFDRY RELEASFD] ROTOR KINETICKEVLAR Wt.-Lbs. { SPEED-RPM ENERGY-Q-Lb
_1"_ 12 1.355 _" 4500 8400
12 1.355 5000 lO. 370
5 _ l? z,33o { 5ooo 13.275
I%- _......._- .. 2._l I 5ooo 13._z5
7 ' 12 5285 .......
.....[ .....s ..... _ _¢6_0
P'US__oo,___b_9_EVLAR_ELT
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Figurei. - Gasgun containmentsystemtestfacility,
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